
 

 

 

NZ GEOGRAPHICAL INDICATION (GI) 

EXAMINATION CHECKSHEET 

 

Application information (reg 7) and formalities 

Box  

Reference  

Number 

 

1 GI Number: 

68 

 

GI Name: 

WAITAKI VALLEY NORTH OTAGO/ WAITAKI VALLEY 

2 New Zealand GI  

correctly selected  

(cf foreign) 

☒   Yes  ☐ No 

3 Goods GI for ☒   Wine  ☐ Spirit 

 

4 GI correct? ☒ Yes ☐ No Comment(s): 

5 Applicant/ Agent details   

correct 

☒ Yes ☐ No Comment(s): 

6 Wine or spirit correctly 

stated 

☒ Yes ☐ No Comment(s): 

7 Geographical co-ordinates  

relate to the place of 

geographical origin to 

which the GI relates 

☒ Yes ☐ No Comment(s): 

 8 Description of Conditions   

provided 

☐ Yes ☐ No ☒ NA Comment(s): 

 

 



 

 

 
Additional Information required before Acceptance (reg 8(1)) 

9 Explanation  of  

characteristic essentially  

attributable to the GI 

☒ Yes ☐ No Comment(s): 

10 Evidence of characteristic  

essentially attributable 

to the GI 

☒ Yes ☐ No Comment(s): 

 

Examination  

11 GI identical to  

registered GI   

(s10) 

☐ Yes ☒ No Comment(s): 

12 GI identical to  

customary  

name of  

grape variety 

 (s11 ) 

☐ Yes ☒ No Comment(s): 

13 GI identical to  

common name  

for wine or spirit 

(s12 )  

☐ Yes ☒ No Comment(s): 

14 GI use or 

registration  

likely to be 

offensive 

(s13A) 

☐ Yes ☒ No Comment(s): 

15 GI identical to  

trade mark for 

identical goods or 

services 

☐ Yes ☒ No Comment(s): 



 

 

 
(s14) 

16 GI identical to  

trade mark for 

similar goods or 

services 

(s15) 

☐ Yes ☒ No Comment(s): 

17 GI similar to  

trade mark for 

identical goods or 

services 

(s16) 

☐ Yes ☒ No Comment(s): 

18 GI similar to 

trade mark for  

similar goods or  

services 

(s17) 

☐ Yes ☒ No Comment(s): 

19 Conditions of use  

Entered 

(s41) 

☐Yes ☐No  ☒ NA Comment(s): 

 

 

Reference Searches 

20 Acsepto searches  

saved  

 to MAKO 

☒ Yes ☐ No Comment(s): 

21 Internet searches  

saved  

to MAKO 

☒ Yes ☐ No Comment(s): 

 

 



 

 

 
Evidence  

22 Statutory declaration/ affidavit 

complies with  

s9 of Oaths and Declarations  

Act 1957 

(for statutory declarations) 

or the High Court Rules  

(for affidavits) 

☒ Yes ☐ No Comment(s): 

 

Quality, reputation or other characteristic  

The Applicant should explain and provide evidence of the quality, reputation or other 

characteristic of the wine or spirit that is attributable to the GI (reg 8(1)).  

 

The explanation and evidence should show how the specific characteristic(s) of the wine and/or 

spirit are linked to features (whether natural or human) within the geographic area. 

 

The below template includes headings that reflect the type of information that IPONZ typically 

expects to receive as part of an application (reg 8(2)).  

 

 

 

History and background  

The quality, reputation and other characteristics of wine or spirits from a particular area will 

often be linked to the founding and development of the area for wine or spirit production. 

Background may also include a description of the history relating to the word that indicates 

the area as a GI. 

23 Comment(s): 

The History and Background section states that the reputation of the GI has 

been enhanced by the proximity of the region to the major tourist centres of 

Christchurch and Queenstown. The section also states that due to its success in 

producing award-winning wines, Waitaki Valley now sits as a region in its own 

right. 

 



 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
  

 

Geographical features in the area 

Geographical features may include general topography, elevation, natural features that 

provide shelter or that alter wind direction, ridges, valleys, plains, underground waterways 

and water tables, proximity to the coast or other bodies of water, slope, aspect and 

accessibility. 

24 

 

Comment(s): 

 

The declarant states that the most readily identifiable geographical feature of 

the GI is the Oligocene limestones that are linked to high quality wine 

production. Calcareous soils are considered to contribute positively to the 

sensory characteristics of wine. For example, the GI white wines grown on 

limestone are sometimes considered to have a “mineral” character. 



 

 

 
 

 
 

 

  

 

Soil composition in the area 

Soil composition in the area may include the soil type or types (such as sandy, clay, silt or 

loamy soils), and the presence of particular rock (such as gravel, schist or slate). The 

characteristics of the soil such as its temperature, pH, drainage, salinity and 

nutrient/mineral profile may also be relevant.  

25 Comment(s): 

 

Limestone characterises the nature of the soil in the GI, and the white wines 

grown on limestone are sometimes considered to have a “mineral” character. 

There are other soil types however such as alluvial greywacke gravels, and some 

soils take on more micaceous schist. The availability of these other suitable soil 

types adds variety and complexity to the wine styles produced within the GI. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 
 

  

 

 

Climate in the area 

Applicants may like to include relevant climate data from the geographical area such as 

rainfall, temperature, prevailing winds and hours of sunshine. Ideally, such evidence should 

comprise or be supported by research data from a reputable institution. 

26 Comment(s): 

 

The climate of the GI is strongly influenced by the maritime influence of the South 

Pacific. The prevailing wind is easterly which exerts a cooling influence on the GI. It 

is this coolness that has been identified by several international commentators as 

a key contributor to the GI’s wines, Pinot Noir in particular.  

 

 



 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Methods of producing wines and spirits 

Human factors such as viticulture, winemaking or spirit-making practices may also be 

relevant. These factors are likely to be linked closely to natural factors such as steep, 

inaccessible terrain which can mean that less mechanisation is feasible. This in turn may 

mean that the wines or spirits from that area must be premium goods that are sold at a high 

price point in order to be profitable. 

27 Comment(s): 

 

For reasons of quality and due to the relative isolation of the region, there is no 

mechanical harvesting within the GI, with all harvesting carried out by hand. Due 

to low rainfall some supplementary irrigation is given to the vines. In order to 

ensure that grapes are of the highest quality within the GI, and as a result of the 

maritime climate yields are typically restricted to between 2.5 and 6 tonnes per 

hectare for red grape varieties and 4 to 7 tonnes per hectare for white grape 

varieties. Wines are made in small batches, often from single vineyards or 



 

 

 
vineyards owned by the winery. 

Given the lack of winemaking infrastructure in the GI, most fruit is transported out 

of the region for vinification. 

In most cases, premium winemaking techniques are used. 

Grape growers and winemakers within the GI have a strong commitment to 

sustainable winegrowing, with most participating in Sustainable Winegrowing 

New Zealand or organic certification. 

 

 



 

 

 

 
 

  

Quality 

The qualities of a wine or spirit from a particular area may include its aroma, flavour profile, 

sweetness, acidity, tannin, fruit, colour, structure, body, texture and viscosity, alcohol by 

volume, cellaring potential, typicity, signature characteristics, and varietals. 

28 

 

Comment(s): 

 

- The Declarant’s evidence includes descriptions of the sensory attributes 

typically associated with wines from the Waitaki Valley North Otago GI.  

However, as this information has been provided by a person other than the 

declarant (namely Master of Wine Emma Jenkins) and is essentially 

hearsay, I am placing a low weighting on this information (pages 10-11) 

 

- That said information about quality attributes of the wines from the GI has 

also been provided elsewhere in the submitted evidence –See Boxes 25 

and 26 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 
  

Reputation 

Where relevant, applicants should provide evidence that demonstrates the extent of the 

reputation of the wines or spirits from the relevant geographical area. This may include, for 

example: 

• Evidence that wines or spirits are sold and/or promoted by reference to the GI. 

• Statements from chambers of commerce and industry or other trade and 

professional associations that the wine or spirit has a reputation that is essentially 

attributable to its origin. 

• Evidence that the GI influences consumer purchasing decisions. 

• Evidence of tourism linked specifically to the wines or spirits from the relevant area, 

such as vineyard or distillery tours. 

• Sales figures, export figures and/or market share (may be provided on a confidential 

basis). 

• Marketing spend (may be provided on a confidential basis) and marketing activities 

such as advertising, tastings and other promotional events. 

• References to the GI in books, articles, blogs, social media, websites and menus from 

restaurants and bars. 



 

 

 
• Evidence of national and international awards won by wines and/or spirits from the 

relevant geographical area. 

 

29 Comment(s): 

 

Do not consider the evidence presented shows that the name WAITAKI VALLEY NORTH 

OTAGO is recognised as a geographical indication in relation to wine. 

 

We consider the evidence predominantly shows use of the name WAITAKI VALLEY as a 

geographical indication, rather than the geographical indication sought.  

 

In the instances where the longer name WAITAKI VALLEY NORTH OTAGO is used, the 

WAITAKI VALLEY GI is predominantly separated from the NORTH OTAGO GI by way of 

another element such as a full stop (such as on the Ostler brand, and on the John 

Forrest Collection brand wine label shown below), or appears on different levels and 

sizes (such as on the Dragon Bones and River-T Estate brand wine labels shown below), 

or do not appear together at all (on the Pasquale brand wine label shown below).  

 
 

 
 

 

 



 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

Moreover, the excerpt from The Wine Atlas of New Zealand(shown below) references 

“Waitaki Valley” as a wine sub-region within the section concerning wine regions of 

Central and North Otago, rather than “Waitaki Valley North Otago”. 

 



 

 

 

 
 

The submissions state that the NZ government has formally recognised the shorter 

version of the GI name “Waitaki Valley” to facilitate exports, and that the use of the 

shorter version shows that the GI WAITAKI VALLEY NORTH OTAGO is already 

recognised by the New Zealand government and the governments of other countries, 

but no evidence has been provided in support of this view.  

 

Note the applicant also states that only “more recently” have the majority of producers 

have come to prefer the longer name WAITAKI VALLEY NORTH OTAGO as a 

geographical indicator, as it serves to clarify that the GI refers to the southern (Otago) 

side of the Waitaki Valley and distinguish it from the earlier Waitaki Valley GI. The 

applicant goes on to state that some producers have continued to maintain use of the 

shorter version of the GI name “Waitaki Valley”. 

 

The lack of continuous use of the GI name claimed for WAITAKI VALLEY NORTH OTAGO, 

creates uncertainty as to whether the reputation of the GI can be attributed to the 

shorter or longer version of the GI name. 

 

Note the applicant claims that WAITAKI VALLEY has been used as a GI on 113,929 litres 

of export wine from the vintages 2006-2017, and this equates to 151,905 750ml bottles 

or 12,658 x 9L cases of wine available for sale on the international market bearing the 

WAITAKI VALLEY NORTH OTAGO GI over a 10 year period.  The sales figures are 



 

 

 
relatively low compared to the sales of wines related to other GIs (see GI number 1016 

NORTH CANTERBURY). Also uncertain as to what proportion of the sales figures can be 

attributed to the shorter name WAITAKI VALLEY and the longer name WAITAKI VALLEY 

NORTH OTAGO. 

 

In summary, we consider the evidence presented is not sufficient to show that the GI 

WAITAKI VALLEY NORTH OTAGO has attained a reputation as a GI. We consider the 

evidence points towards the use of WAITAKI VALLEY on its own as a geographical 

indicator, rather than the longer name WAITAKI VALLEY NORTH OTAGO. When used in 

the longer form WAITAKI VALLEY NORTH OTAGO, we consider consumers would view 

Waitaki Valley as a sub-region within another region (North Otago) rather than 

referring to a single region. 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 



 

 

 

 
 

Supplementary Evidence 

 

Applicant has provided further evidence which supports WAITAKI VALLEY NORTH 

OTAGO as a variant GI name for use on wine goods (as stated in the stat dec of 24 July 

2017) 

 

 
 

• Declarant states that it is common for a GI name or GI name variant to be 

composed of two elements with a separator 9 (page 3) 

 

o See also: 

  
 



 

 

 

 
 

  

Other relevant information: 

30 Comment(s): 

 

OMAR List 

 

The appended EU Omar list for 2009 refers to WAITAKI VALLEY as a GI rather than 

WAITAKI VALLEY NORTH OTAGO, which supports our view that WAITAKI VALLEY is 

the GI that has acquired recognition rather than WAITAKI VALLEY NORTH OTAGO. 

 

World Wine Trade Group (WWTG) 

 

The appended list indicates that the Waitaki Valley GI is a recognised wine region of 

New Zealand rather than Waitaki Valley North Otago GI. 

 

https://www.trade.gov/td/ocg/Notification%20of%20Wine%20Regions%20

4%203(e)%20New%20Zealand.pdf  

 

https://www.trade.gov/td/ocg/protocol.htm 

 



 

 

 

 
 

 

 

http://www.foodsafety.govt.nz/password-protected/omars/eun/wine/other/complete.pdf 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 
  

 

31 Examiner is satisfied that the Applicant has provided 

sufficient explanation and  

evidence of: the quality, reputation or other  

characteristic of the wine or spirit that is essentially 

attributable to the GI 

☒ Yes ☐ No 

 

32 Recommend for Acceptance? 
 

☒ Yes ☐ No 

 

This Summary may not explicitly refer to every matter that has been considered by the Examiner 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


